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"This book is a game-changer!"Ever get frustrated trying to keep a journal or struggle with what
to write? Learn how to write your life story with guided journal prompts that are guaranteed to be
fascinating to read, and will be treasured by generations to come.***Updated – reformatted and
edited*** Step-by-step instructions on how to write your most meaningful, and powerful life
storiesUnlike other books, this book goes beyond the basics.  Learn how to get past the surface
level of journal writing and dig deeperOver 25 different types of journals––from the creative to
the practicalTransform your aimless posts to powerful, inspiring journal writingDiscover all the
tips, tricks, and best journal writing practicesHow to gather your records and preserve them for
posterityValuable resources to make your journal writing easierSmash through common writing
roadblocksLearn how to create your own, personal journal writing prompts––onesthat are
meaningful to youYour journal will become a place of remarkable self-discovery, and emotional
healing as you journal about your thoughts, memories, and the lessons learned in your life.Your
self-confidence will soar as you appreciate your own genius, strengths, resilience, and discover
who you really are.The author, Valerie S. Elkins––a professional genealogist, created the 31
Days to Become UnforgettableMethodafter being frustrated by her own efforts to learn who her
ancestors were as people. She wanted to know more than just their names, dates, and places
that were found in records. A lifelong journaler, the author realized that the journals she had
been writing over the years, did not leave the information about her, that she craved to know
about her own ancestors.Fueled by the desire to leave a meaningful legacy for her descendants,
she developed an easy-to-follow method that makes journal writing more than just a place to
vent or to ramble on about daily events. You are NOT boring, and neither is your story! Being
forgotten is one of the elderly's biggest fears.WANT TO BE UNFORGETTABLE? Write your
story, and leave a lasting legacy, and be remembered.★ Perfect gift for yourself, the family
history lover in your life, or the loved ones that need their story recorded for future generations.♥
"This is the book that I have waited for my entire life!"
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frustrated trying to keep a journal, or struggle with what to write?This book is a game changer!
One reviewer wrote: “This is the book that I have waited for my entire life!”Learn how to write your
life story with guided journal prompts that are guaranteed to be fascinating to read and will be
treasured by generations to come.Unlike other books, this book goes beyond the basics of
journal writing. Get step-by-step instructions on how to write your most meaningful, and powerful
life stories. Learn how to get past the surface level of journal writing and dig deeper.Choose from
over 25 different types of journals––from the creative to the practicalTransform your aimless
posts to powerful, inspiring journal writing Discover all the tips, tricks, and best journal writing
practicesGather your records and preserve them for posterityGain valuable resources to make
your journal writing easierLearn how to create your own, personal journal writing prompts––
ones that are meaningful to you.Your journal will become a place of remarkable self-discovery
and emotional healing as you journal about your thoughts, memories, and the lessons learned in
your life.Your self-confidence will soar as you recognize your own strengths and resilience and
discover who you really are.Author Valerie S. Elkins––a professional genealogist—created the
31 Days to Become Unforgettable Method after being frustrated by her own efforts to learn who
her ancestors were as people. She wanted to know more than just the names, dates, and places
in their records. A lifelong journaler, Valerie realized that the journals she had been writing over
the years did not leave the information about her that she craved to know about her own
ancestors.Fueled by the desire to leave a meaningful legacy for her descendants, she
developed an easy-to-follow method that makes journal writing more than just a place to vent or
to ramble on about daily events.Being forgotten is one of the elderly’s biggest fears. WANT TO
BE UNFORGETTABLE?Write your story. Leave a lasting legacy and be remembered.What
Others Are Saying About This Book:“This is the book that I have waited for my entire life!” ––
Penny H.“Valerie Elkins is a professional genealogist and speaker, and she knows her stuff. This
book is well written and thought out in terms of how to begin the first steps in writing your story,
and the prompts to keep it going. It’s a great way to leave a beautiful legacy of your own life, even
if you think you don’t have one. I highly recommend this book! I want [my children] to know of the
heartaches that were conquered and the things that brought me pure joy. And sometimes we



just need a little help putting those thoughts in to words. Valerie has done a stellar job!” ––Peggy
L.“I have kept a daily journal for 48 years now, so I understand what a person deals with when
trying to decide what to record in their journal. Valerie Elkins has done an excellent job providing
examples of what one might want to include in their own personal journal. Keeping in mind that a
journal will be speaking to future generations, the ideas she presents in her book will help any
journalist create a well-rounded and informative story of their life for their posterity to read. I’ve
seen Valerie present at several different conferences. She definitely knows her stuff.” ––Stephen
F.“I love the way Valerie provides examples from her personal life to illustrate each concept. I can
see many experiences in my life that mirror those in her book. It’s got me started journaling again
after a fifteen-year hiatus, with many new ideas and methods. A must read. Leave your children
a legacy. Begin journaling!” ––Luana D.“This quick read is an absolutely fantastic how-to/guide to
easily writing a memorable journal. The prompts and suggestions are clear, and make you itch to
write. I highly recommend this book.” ––Jonene F.“I’m already a journal writer. What attracted me
to this book was the many ideas.? I’m a big believer in memory keeping for family history. Gotta
do it! We all need to and it’s GOLDEN when we find our ancestors kept some kind of record or
autobiography in their own voice.” ––Alyssa R.“From setting the stage with the right tools to 31
days of prompts, Valerie Elkins’s book will help anyone who desires to keep a record of their life
story. The suggestions will get you started and motivate you to continue writing what’s most
important to you and will be engaging for your posterity to learn and grow from. A must-have for
all who understand the value of family stories!” ––Cheryl P.“Many books have a series of things
to do, of exercises, of tasks. Most of the time I read through and do a few of the exercises at the
front of the book. This time I got excited. On day 2 I jumped out of bed an hour early to work on
it.” ––Keith“I have never been one who wrote in my journal on a regular basis. I highly
recommend this book.” ––ValjeanTo my beloved husband, Morris. You make all things possible.
Thank you is never enough.For everyone who desires to write a better journal and wishes to
leave a powerful legacy.This is for you!my promise to you . . .If you follow the steps in the 31
Days to Become Unforgettable Method, you will write something that will be cherished and
valued.This method has been developed to be simple and very doable. You can do this!The
principles and methods in this book will elevate your journal writing and add a greater purpose to
your words.you’re in the right place if . . .History remembers those who leave a good record.
Learn how to be memorable.You want to write with greater intention and purpose.You need tools
to write with more meaning.introductionMy Legacy StoryDid you ever watch a movie about
someone who had amnesia and wonder: what was that like? If you suddenly lost all your
memories––would you still be you? How would you know who you really are?I was there once,
and it shook me to my very core. That experience changed how I viewed myself, and the things
were the most important to me in my life were suddenly crystal clear.It all started with seemingly
little things. I was locking us out of the house because I forgot the keys—repeatedly. This
annoyance became scary, though, when on a very cold winter’s morning I locked the keys in the
car, leaving me with three cold little children with no way to enter the house or car. This incident



was soon followed by the day I couldn’t figure out why I smelled something cooking in our
kitchen. I opened the oven and to my utter shock and surprise there was a ham baking in it. Who,
I thought, would enter someone’s house and put a ham in their oven and then leave?These
episodes escalated to a particularly terrifying experience on a drive to church. At the time, we
were living in New Jersey, far away from family and friends. We went to church every week, but
that particular Sunday––I suddenly couldn’t remember how to drive to the chapel. I pulled over to
the side of the road, desperately trying to get my panic under control without alarming my
children––who were all under the ages of four. While I knew where I was and I knew where I
wanted to go, I could not connect the dots as to how to get from where I was to where I wanted
to go.
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Miss Peggy, “This is the book you want!. Valerie Elkins is a professional genealogist and
speaker, and she knows her stuff. I've had the opportunity to sit in the audience many times and
observe others as they leaned in to what she had to say.This book is another opportunity to
"lean in" to what she has to say. This book is well written and thought out in terms of how to
begin the first steps in writing your story, and the prompts to keep it going. It's a great way to
leave a beautiful legacy of your own life, even if you think you don't have one.I highly recommend
this book! One of the main reasons is because I want my posterity to know me "through" me.
Certainly not through my children! I want them to know of the heartaches that were conquered
and the things that brought me pure joy. And sometimes we just need a little help putting those
thoughts in to words.Valerie has done a stellar job!”

Stephen F, “Great Ideas for Any Journal Writer. I have kept a daily journal for 48 years now so I
understand what a person deals with when trying to decide what to record in their journal.
Valerie Elkins has done an excellent job providing examples of what one might want to include in
their own personal journal. Keeping in mind that a journal will be speaking to future generations,
the ideas she presents in her book will help any journalist create a well rounded and informative
story of their life for their posterity to read. I've seen Valerie present at several different
conferences. She definately knows her stuff. The only thing that I found a bit distracting was the
need for professional editing, but it was certainly not anything serious enough to take away from
the excellent message she had to share with her readers.”

Luana Darby, “Great Book to Get you Started Journaling. I love the way Valerie provides
examples from her personal life to illustrate each concept. I can see many of experiences in my
life that mirror those in her book. It's got me started journaling again after a 15 year hiatus, with
many new ideas and methods. A must read. Leave your children a legacy. Begin journaling!”

everyone, “It is a step by step process of easy things to do.. This book is an easy step by step
way to write your history in 31 days. I bought it out of curiosity but then read her words "in 2 to 3
generations you are forgotten". I realized i knew nothing about my great grandparents. So i
realized it was important for me to do. And her book is making it easy.”

J. Ficklin, “Best book on writing a great and memorable journal. This quick read is an absolutely
fantastic how-to/guide to easily writing a memorable journal. The prompts and suggestions are
clear, and make you itch to write. I highly recommend this book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Nice. I am just starting to write about my family for genealogy purposes.
This will be a nice reference to have.”



Mom of 5, “Love it!. I'm already a journal writer. What attracted me to this book was ideas. Am I
keeping it "right"? What can I do better? Are there things out there I may want to do different,
but don't know about. I'm a big believer in memory keeping for family history. Gotta do it! We all
need to and it's GOLDEN when we find our ancestors kept some kind of record or
autobiography in their own voice. For only $13 we can get all the ideas we need to start or
branch out.”

The book by Valerie S Elkins has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 22 people have provided feedback.
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